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https://www.ippawards.com/2021-entries-form/
IPP Awards are now open,

Praktica B100 SLR 35mm film camera with 35-70 lens, a step-up 2x teleconverter,
(& Hoya step-up ring), a 50mm kit lens, various filters, Miranda 350C flashgun. Free
to anyone interested; do pass on if you know anyone who might make use of it.
Currently located in Amblecote/Brierley Hill area.
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It is always splendid to announce some good news. This time it’s about a successful submission of images for the WCC General Diploma in Photography by Richard Handley.
Throughout many months, Richard has worked with focus and attention to complete his
PDIs for the set.
The team of WCC Assessors recently reviewed Richard’s work and everyone agreed the
images met the required criteria.
.

Richard says:“I've been a hobby photographer for many years and am largely self-taught. I saw the op-

portunity to undertake the diploma as an excellent way to further improve my knowledge
and skills, particularly as the support offered focuses on the practical aspects of delivering
good photos. I also valued being able to set my own timetable and work at my own pace.
The mentoring and support offered throughout exceeded my expectations, with individuals
willingly giving their time to share their own experience and provide guidance.
I'm pleased with my final panel and look forward to further practising and developing my
photography skills”.
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A selection of comments from the Assessors:
Richard presents a variety of subject matter and an understanding of different camera settings, including fast and slow shutter speeds. There is also evidence of sympathetic
post- production skills to give the images a good, but natural boost.
Richard obviously enjoys taking some nature images and these have been successful, such
as the Chaffinch, with a beautiful soft background allowing the subject to really stand out.
The wheel-hub reflection of the Morgan shows a good seeing eye where others might walk
past, resulting in an exciting image.
The violin image, ‘Fiddling’, shows confidence to crop the image in an exciting way to direct
our eye towards the violin. It was obviously not posed with evidence of the slightly blurry
bow and broken hair from the bow, which adds to the authenticity of the image.
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‘
Tea Time’ ……. A good portrait of a chap having a cuppa. The exposure and depth of field is
excellent, which provides clarity of detail right down to the tea stains in the mug.
‘Woman at the Spinning Wheel’ ….. interesting subject, good composition, and good exposure. The correct shutter speed was essential to portray the movement of the wheel, the
bobbins and the spinner's right hand. This contrasts well to the rest of the scene
.
Lovely portrait of a bald eagle. It's easy to get blown-out highlights in white feathers and
Richard’s managed to avoid this successfully. A lovely image as a finalé to the set of PDIs.
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This is a good set of images that demonstrates that Richard understands the essence of photography and what makes a good picture. He has presented a wide range of subjects, differing techniques and composition.
Very well done Richard!
Note: For Photonews, Richard’s PDIs are not shown in their original sequence but as an attractive panel for display purposes. For the assessment, the images were shown in their
numerical order.
Offering a range of topics, the Club’s Diploma Scheme provides a series of achievable goals
for members to improve their photography. At each step along the way, we have a team of
Advisors to help with advice and guidance.
To discover what’s on offer visit the Members’ section of the WCC website then select Club
Activities > Diploma.
Should you wish to have a chat about the scheme and how it can help your photography, do
please make contact.
Clive Haynes FRPS
WCC Diploma Scheme Coordinator.
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The competition this year was carried out entirely on Zoom over three sessions of about
2 hours each on :- Friday afternoon 29th January and the morning and afternoon of
Saturday 30th January.
.
There were 46 entries which was a 50% increase in numbers from last year. Of the 46 19
were in the Photo Harmony section and 27 in the Open AV section. Those who entered
from our Club
were Clive Haynes, Martin Addison, Andrew Gagg and myself. I watched all the sessions on
Zoom and found this very beneficial not only to see many quality AV’s but also to hear the
judges’ comments on each. I picked up lots of tips not only for improving the entries that I
put in but also for use in my future AV’s.
As you might expect from 46 AV’s there was a wide variety of subject matter.
There were 3 judges all from the same Club in Exmouth Devon which is outside the MCPF
area. Whilst the judges were in that respect independent I would have preferred it if they
had not been from the same Club. Opinions on AV’s will differ so what one judge likes
another might not.
As is often the case with external AV competitions the audience which totalled over 60
was also given the chance to vote although these were not taken into account by the judges. In some cases
those that did well in the audience vote did not always do so well with the judges and
vice-versa.
There were no marks given but the judges chose a Winner and runner up in each section
and then gave 3 Commended awards. Each judge was also able to give a judges award.
The Winner of the Photo Harmony section was Nick Brown from Beacon Camera Club.
Runner up was “Masquerade”by Alan Tyrer of Worcestershire AV Group (NOT our club).
got a Judges Award for “Autumn Haiku Nonet” which I thought should
have won.
It did get the audience vote for the Friday Evening session. The judges’ comments were
that
it was “a really well crafted and thought through AV with excellent photography with the
pictures paced with the music.
for “Golem” which the
The winner of the Open AV section was our very own
judges described as “quite mesmerizing and dramatic with suspense right up to the end,
very well made and a very unique idea”. I certainly agree with what the judges said.
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Congratulations to both Andrew and Clive. What we could do with is more members having
A look at AV’s and at least testing the water with the AV Group to see what’s involved and
whether they would like to take it further.
There are some excellent AV workers in the Group who are only too willing to pass on their
skills and knowledge. I am a quite recent convert to AV’s and am enjoying every minute.
Bob Oakley MCPF Delegate for Worcestershire Camera Club.

Some years ago I inexpertly scanned a lot of my dad's slides, particularly from their/our time
in Nigeria (1950s to early 60s). I have been part of a 'Nigerian Nostalgia group on Facebook
sharing some of these.
The images tend to arouse interest, ranging from 'they didn't have colour then, though?'
(which makes me feel ancient and has me heading straight into lecture mode!) To
amazement at some of the realities of the past (no mobile phones really blows the minds of
the younger generation).
I have only 'snapshot' memories really, being quite young when we left, so I remember
places and people, but not the overall geography of a place or the full context, so it's
interesting for me to fill in some of those gaps.
A kind young man in the online group, Nengak Daniel, who was going to visit the Jos area
offered to take some photos for anyone interested while there. I shot in with a request for
a quickie tour of the school compound at Kuru, where my dad was principal and we lived ca
1959 - Jan 63. (You may recall the name from some sad stories of conflict in more recent
years.)
It was a peaceful place as I recalled. and I was thrilled to see pictures from around the area
to fill in the gaps between our literal snapshots and my 'snapshot memories'. It's also
enabled me to confirm I'd found the right building on Google Earth - I do like a
geolocation!
shot back in the
Nengak even found our old house for me. I thought I'd post a
Facebook group with his permission. It's not a great photo-collage(cobbled together on the
phone!) and it will mean little to you, I suppose, but it's surprising how potent I found this
little picture and how it and the other images triggered memories and emotions.
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My mum is on the top picture, with her treasured Morning Glory, ever the gardener. The
garden is a bit of a victim of time and changing priorities, but the house remains; like me,
showing its age, not in pristine condition, but still standing and doing the job.
What am I trying to say with this? I suppose, don't ever say
'. Sometimes
that record can mean a great deal to a viewer and move them as much or more than a
piece of art - even 60 years on!

Thank you Ruth for sharing your story
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We are launching our
! We need your artworks (postcard - A6 sized) in
to
our online campaign to
.
The Malvern Gazette and BBC Hereford & Worcester are supporting the campaign.
- all media inc.
text & digital. All details
on the poster - happy to feature works anonymously, just state preference on email.
This is
but we would like to use your image as part of our online exhibition and collage to support the need for our college in Malvern - something that WCG are
disputing.
If / when we save the college, there will be a permanent exhibition there.
! Thank you.
Coleman's https://www.colemans-online.co.uk/ have offered a £50 prize for best entry.
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